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Forest Fun

Today my class and I took a Field trip to Dark Pine No Escape park. Our teacher led us Adverb on a

nature trail called Come Closer. We were having a grand time searching for animal/beast tracks. Eventually we

found one made by a wild rebichist. The rebichist was a Adjective Noun and on the top of the

food chain. It was mildly intelligent and likes to eat rotting leaves, Conjunction it loves berries. My

teacher said that Preposition the winters, some of the animals would even Verb - Base Form children!

Interjection ! That's exciting! It was easy to find tracks on the nature trail because they were fresh made in

a thick layer or snow. Towards lunch, we were warm enough to take our Noun off for a short while. As

we Verb - Past Tense Preposition the next trail, called Last Breath, one of our classmates,

Name , disappeared from the back of our group. Pronoun figured that Pronoun was just

taking time eating Pronoun lunch and that we would see Pronoun back at the bus. Then, we

heard a loud Adjective howl that our teacher said resembled that of the rebichist. When the teacher

finally said we had to go back, we had only lost eight of our classmates, which apparently was a record. The bus

ride back was filled with happy memories of what we had witnessed. " Interjection ! everybody shouted

Adverb when we finally got dropped off at school by our slightly bloodstained, Conjunction

intact, bus.
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